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GAMING EQUIPMENT FOR TABLE GAMES 
USING PLAYING CARDS AND TOKENS, IN 

PARTICULAR FOR BLACK JACK 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] The invention relates to gaming equipment for 
playing games of chance like “Black Jack” and other similar 
games in Which playing cards and gaming chips (jettons) are 
used. 

PRECEDING TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] Gaming equipment for table games is known in 
Which playing cards and gaming chips are used, in particular 
for the game of “Black Jack” (see US. Pat. No. 5,735,525 
dated Feb. 5, 1997, published Apr. 7, 1998, Intern’l class 
A63F 1/18), including gaming table With cloth provided 
With betting boxes and other areas designated for placement 
of said gaming chips, as Well as areas designated for 
placement of said playing cards face up, card shoe for 
storage and distribution of playing cards draWn from it face 
doWn, equipped With a playing card value imprint recogni 
tion and registration unit (the said cards are draWn from the 
card shoe). 

[0003] The gaming table is equipped With bet registration 
detectors, installed in betting boxes and in the other areas 
designated for placement of said chips as Well as playing 
cards detectors in the areas for their placement face up. The 
gaming equipment includes also an operation device con 
nected With the playing cards value imprint recognition and 
registration unit (playing cards are draWn from the card shoe 
face doWn) With the bets registration detectors and playing 
cards detectors on the areas for placing them face up. 

[0004] This knoWn gaming equipment does not provide 
the possibility of an automatic control exercise in real time 
over keeping the gaming rules on each stage of it and over 
the accuracy of dealer’s payment of Wins to players. 

[0005] This results from the fact that the bet registration 
detectors and playing cards detectors reacting to the obj ect’s 
presence, placed on the gaming table, inform the operation 
device about the fact only, that the player has placed a bet 
and the playing card has entered the area before him. 
HoWever neither the information about bet siZe nor the 
information about the playing card value imprint Which 
came to the player, can be obtained from such gaming 
equipment. Thus, it is impossible to determine that the 
player has got just the playing card Which Was draWn from 
the card shoe. It is impossible to monitor in real time and to 
?x violation of rules in the form of bets changing; as Well as 
it is impossible to control the accuracy of the dealer’s 
payment of Wins to players. 

[0006] Gaming equipment for table games is also knoWn 
in Which playing cards and gaming chips are used, in 
particular for the game of “Black Jack” (see US. Pat. No. 
5,605,334 dated Nov. 4, 1995, published Feb. 25, 1997, 
Intern’l class A63F 1/18), including gaming table With cloth 
provided With betting boxes and other areas designated for 
said placement of said playing chips, as Well as areas 
designated for placement of said cards face up, card shoe for 
storage and distribution of playing cards draWn from it face 
doWn, equipped With a playing cards value imprint recog 
nition and registration unit (the said playing cards are draWn 
from the card shoe). 
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[0007] The gaming table is equipped With bets registration 
detectors, installed in the betting boxes and in the other areas 
designated for placement of said gaming chips as Well as 
playing cards detectors in the areas designated for placement 
face up. The gaming equipment includes also an operation 
device connected With the playing cards value imprint 
recognition and registration unit (playing cards are draWn 
from the card shoe face doWn) With the bets registration 
detectors and playing cards detectors on the areas for 
placement face up. The operation device is provided With an 
information storage system. 

[0008] The knoWn gaming equipment does not provide the 
possibility of an automatic control exercise in real time over 
keeping the gaming rules on each phase of the game and 
over the accuracy of dealer’s payment of Wins to players. 

[0009] This results from the fact that the detectors 
installed on the gaming table generate signals only of a bet’s 
presence in the box suitable for it and about the placement 
of the playing card to the area suitable for its placement face 
up because the detectors react only to the object’s presence 
in the area Where detectors are installed. HoWever it is not 
possible to obtain information about the bet’s siZe and the 
playing card value imprint, Which came to the area to be 
placed face up. 

[0010] The operation device may control only the playing 
card’s arrival from the card shoe to the gaming place Where 
the bet Was made, but it does not alloW determination of the 
identity of the playing card value imprint Which came to the 
player, With the playing card, draWn from the card shoe. 
When using this gaming equipment it is impossible also to 
control in real time the accuracy of the dealer’s payment of 
Wins to players and the absence of rules violation during 
changing of bets Which are provided for such changing. As 
it is seen from the above, the sole reliable information Which 
may be obtained and put into the operation device informa 
tion storage system is the information about the playing 
cards value imprint (playing cards are draWn from the card 
shoe face doWn)—that is insufficient for automatic control 
over the game run in real time. 

[0011] The most similar in technical point and obtained 
result for the claimed invention is gaming equipment for 
table games in Which playing cards and gaming chips are 
used, in particular for the game of “Black Jack” (see German 
patent No. 4439502 dated Nov. 8, 1994, published Sep. 14, 
1995, Intern’l class A63, F 9/00, A63F 1/00), including 
gaming table With cloth provided With betting boxes and 
other areas designated for placement of said gaming chips, 
as Well as areas designated for placement of said playing 
cards face up, card shoe for storage and distribution of 
playing cards draWn from it face doWn, equipped With 
optical electronic detector of playing cards movement and 
With playing cards value imprint recognition and registration 
unit (playing cards are draWn from the card shoe), monitor 
ing system of the game run, computer, connected With the 
separate functional units by Wire or Wireless communica 
tions, supplied With a system of electronic data processing 
programmed in accordance With the gaming rules, Which 
alloWs evaluation of signals coming from the playing cards 
value imprint recognition and registration unit (playing 
cards are draWn from the card shoe face doWn) and from the 
monitoring system of the game run connected With the 
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information storage system as Well as the visualization 
device of data processed in the computer (the said data 
characterises the game run). 

[0012] The monitoring system of the game run is created 
in the form of multiple single detectors placed on the gaming 
table under the cloth, the said detectors ?x the objects on the 
table, the said detectors consist of a multitude of single 
detectors and gaming bet detectors acting as automatic 
recognition unit of the made bet registration. As the separate 
detectors composing the multitude of detectors ?x the 
objects on the table, light-sensitive detectors are used, in 
particular photodiodes sensitive for infra-red rays, e.g. sili 
con diodes. The separate light-sensitive detectors are placed 
in the multitude of sensors in a Way such that each object, 
gaming chip or playing card placed on the table cloth in 
accordance With the gaming rules, covers at least tWo 
detectors. The gaming bets detector intended for the auto 
matic bet recognition, is a manual scanner Which ?xes the 
colour of the chip and the number of chips of the same color. 
The gaming bet detector may also comprise a high-fre 
quency recognition system, including a transmitter-receiver 
station connected With transponders built into chips. Upon 
the supply of high-frequency signals to the transponder from 
the transmitter-receiver station, the said transponder sends 
reverse signals to the station, characteriZing the evaluated 
chip value. The transponders include inductive antennas. 
The chips may have a device for information storage. The 
transmitter-receiver station has a high-frequency signal gen 
erator for the simultaneous transmission of a poWer supply 
to the transponder, temporary and operating signals, 
demodulator, modulator, operational unit, system of uniform 
connections and signals, electronic reading/recording unit, 
several inductive antennas. The playing card value imprint 
recognition and registration unit (the said playing cards are 
draWn from the card shoe face doWn) is created in the form 
of an optical electronic detector placed in the Way of 
movement of the playing card, the said detector registers the 
playing cards value imprint Which are draWn from the card 
shoe, the said value imprint is situated in one and the same 
de?nite place. This optical electronic detector reacts to light 
of the de?nite area of the playing card, coloured or not 
coloured and causes sWitching on of a source of light 
impulses When the playing card value imprint passes the 
WindoW of the card shoe. With the help of an optical 
de?ecting device Which is in the form of an optical prism or 
mirror, the image of the playing card value imprint is 
transmitted to a CCD image converter. 

[0013] This knoWn gaming equipment does not provide 
the possibility of an automatic control exercise in real time 
over keeping the gaming rules on each stage of it and over 
the accuracy of dealer’s payment of Wins to players. 

[0014] It is explained by the fact that the multitude of 
light-sensitive detectors included in the monitoring system 
of the game run are intended only for ?xing an objects’ 
presence at the gaming table in the betting boxes and in other 
areas designated for placement of said chips, as Well as on 
the areas designated for placement of said playing cards. 
HoWever it is impossible to determine With the use of such 
detectors Which precise playing card has entered the area 
Where it’s presence is ?xed, and if it’s value imprint is 
identical to the value imprint of the playing card draWn from 
the card shoe registered earlier. Similarly, it is impossible to 
determine the siZes of bets made by players With the help of 
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the multitude of light-sensitive detectors. One can only ?x 
the bet’s presence in the designated areas of the gaming 
table. A manual scanner is used in the monitoring system of 
the game run of knoWn gaming equipment for the count and 
chip value evaluation in bets made by each player; the said 
scanner registers separately the chip or column of chips 
placed by each player, the image of the said chips is 
analyZed afterWards by count and colours, Which determine 
the chips’ value. In such a Way the siZes of bets made by 
players are evaluated. Using such a manual scanner does not 
alloW control of Whether the bet made during the process of 
the Whole game Was changed in contradiction With the rules, 
eg an increase or decrease of the number, substitution of 
one or a feW chips With other value chips. Chip scanning is 
executed once, and later during the Whole game the control 
over the state of placed bets is absent due to the fact that it 
is impossible to carry it out technically. It is possible to 
provide the control in real time When using chips With 
transponders built into them and transmitter-receiver station 
for monitoring the players’ bets, but, it is necessary to 
provide a signal constantly to each chip, to receive the 
informational signal from it’s transponder, to interpret it for 
the chip’s value,—and only afterWards the information may 
be transmitted for evaluation to the electronic data process 
ing computer system. Manufacturing of chips With transpon 
ders requires high tangible expenses, and the transmitter 
receiver station contains a big quantity of complicated and 
expensive apparatus. It is not at all possible a to exercise 
control over the dealer’s bank and over the accuracy of Wins 
payment With the help of this knoWn equipment. Thus, the 
persistent control over the game run during all it’s phases 
and the control over keeping of the rules in real time are not 
exercised. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

[0015] The basis of the invention is to aim to perfect 
gaming equipment for table games in Which playing cards 
and gaming chips are used, in particular for the game of 
“Black Jack” by means of implementation of neW compo 
nents, neW connections betWeen the components and neW 
implementation of the components; this Will provide the 
possibility of an automatic control exercise in real time over 
keeping the gaming rules on each phase of the game and 
over the accuracy of dealer’s payment of Wins to players. 

[0016] The stated task is solved in the folloWing Way: 

[0017] Gaming equipment for table games in Which play 
ing cards and gaming chips are used, in particular for the 
game of “Black Jack”, including gaming table With cloth 
provided With betting boxes and other areas designated for 
placement of said playing chips, as Well as areas designated 
for placement of said playing cards face up, card shoe for 
storage and distribution of the playing cards draWn from it 
face doWn, equipped With an optical electronic detector of 
playing cards’ movement and With a playing cards value 
imprint recognition and registration unit (playing cards are 
draWn from the card shoe), a monitoring system of the game 
run, a computer, connected With the separate functional units 
by Wire or Wireless communications, supplied With a system 
of electronic data processing programmed in accordance 
With the gaming rules, Which alloWs evaluation of signals 
coming from the playing cards value imprint recognition and 
registration unit(the said playing cards are draWn from the 
card shoe face doWn) and from the monitoring system of the 
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game run connected With the information storage system as 
Well as the visualization device of data processed in the 
computer and characterizing the game run; 

[0018] the Innovation is represented in the monitoring 
system of the game run created in the form of an optical 
electronic device for the gaming table objects images pro 
cessing, Which contains playing cards value imprint recog 
nition and a registration unit of the playing cards coming to 
each area for placing them face up, a players’ bets recog 
nition and registration unit, a dealer’s bank recognition and 
registration unit and an operation unit of the monitoring 
system of the game run; as Well as the gaming equipment is 
additionally provided With playing cards value imprint com 
parison unit, the ?rst input of Which is connected With the 
output of the playing cards value imprint recognition and 
registration unit (playing cards are draWn from the card shoe 
face doWn), it’s second input is connected With the output of 
the playing cards value imprint recognition and registration 
unit, (the said cards come to each area designated for 
placement of playing cards face up), and the output is 
connected With the computer; the input of the game run 
monitoring system operation unit is connected With the 
computer, the ?rst output of the game run monitoring system 
operation unit is connected With the input of the playing 
cards value imprint recognition and registration unit, (the 
said cards come to each area for placement face up), and the 
second output is connected With the input of the dealer’s 
bank recognition and registration unit and With the input of 
the players’ bets recognition and registration unit; outputs of 
the dealer’s bank recognition and registration unit and 
players’ bets recognition and registration unit are connected 
With the computer, at the same time the optical electronic 
device of gaming table objects image processing is arranged 
over the gaming table. 

[0019] The Innovation is also represented With the fact 
that the playing cards value imprint recognition and regis 
tration unit (playing cards are draWn from the card shoe face 
doWn) is created in the form of an optical electronic device 
containing CCD image converter equipped With a object 
glass and processor, Which are connected in sequence. 

[0020] The innovation is represented With the fact that the 
gaming equipment contains tWo or more monitoring systems 
of the game run arranged over the gaming table at a distance 
betWeen each other and each having a different inclination 
angle to the horiZontal surface of the gaming table, the said 
monitoring systems are connected With the computer 
through an additional synchroniZation unit. The cause-and 
effect relation betWeen the aggregate of the essential features 
of the invention and obtained technical result is as folloWs. 

[0021] The realiZation of the game run monitoring system 
in the form of an optical electronic device for gaming table 
objects images processing Which contains playing cards 
value imprint recognition and registration unit (playing 
cards come to each area designated for placement face up, 
including the dealer’s playing cards), players’ bets recogni 
tion and registration unit, dealer’s bank recognition and 
registration unit and the game run monitoring system opera 
tion unit, providing the opportunity to exercise constant 
control over rules keeping at the gaming table. After recog 
nition and registration of the playing cards value imprint (the 
playing card being draWn from the card shoe and passed to 
the area designated for playing card placement face up by 
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one of the game players), the value imprint of the given card 
is immediately recogniZed and registered by the suitable unit 
included in the optical electronic device. 

[0022] Due to the fact that the gaming equipment is 
additionally equipped With the playing card value imprint 
comparison unit, the ?rst input of Which is connected With 
the output of the playing cards value imprint recognition and 
registration unit (playing cards are draWn from the card shoe 
face doWn), it’s second input is connected With the output of 
the playing cards value imprint recognition and registration 
unit (the said cards come to each area designated for 
placement face up), and the output is connected With the 
computer; the input of the game run monitoring system 
operation unit is connected With computer equipped With a 
data processing electronic system programmed in accor 
dance With the gaming rules,—the immediate comparison of 
the playing cards value imprint draWn from the card shoe 
With the playing card arrived on the gaming table. In case of 
their identity the game run monitoring system operation unit 
connected With the computer input having received the 
information about the comparison results, does not prevent 
further game continuation. In case the value imprint of 
playing cards, Which are draWn from the card shoe, and the 
value imprint of paying cards, Which come to the gaming 
table are different, then information about game rules vio 
lation appears on the screen of the visualiZation device of 
data processed in the computer, and the operation unit of the 
monitoring system of the game run gives a signal prohibiting 
further game continuation and immediately informs inspec 
torial staff about the gaming rules violation immediately. 
The players’ bets recognition and registration unit and the 
dealer’s bank recognition and registration unit during the 
process of the playing cards distribution provide continuous 
automatic control to ensure that no changes con?icting With 
the gaming rules occur in players’ bets and in dealer’s bank. 

[0023] Constantly incoming information from these units 
into the electronic data processing computer system about 
the fact that the chips count and their value both in players’ 
bets and in dealer’s bank remain unchanged con?rms that 
the game runs Without rules violation. In case of increase or 
decrease of the chip’s count in players bets in a Way not 
provided by the gaming rules, in case of value changing of 
these chips, as Well as in the event of any changes arising in 
the dealer’s bank, these units notify the system of electronic 
data processing of the computer about the beginning of non 
standart situation and this information appears on the pro 
cessed data visualiZation device; and the game run moni 
toring system operation unit having received a signal of the 
rules violation, prohibits further game continuation. If the 
game runs Without rules violation and the dealer has played 
the game With one of the players, then the operation unit 
disconnects the playing card value imprint recognition and 
registration unit on the gaming table. At this stage dealer’s 
bank recognition and registration unit informs the system of 
electronic data processing of the computer about dealer’s 
bank increase or decrease by the sum equivalent to the siZe 
of dealer’s Win or loss respectively. The player’s bet recog 
nition and registration unit informs that the bet in the amount 
registered during the Whole game has come to the dealer’s 
bank in case of player’s loss, or about the fact that the player 
Was paid the respective Win in case of the dealer’s loss. The 
results of this phase are re?ected on visualiZation device of 
processed data, and, in the case of absence of the violations 
in the game, the game run monitoring system operation unit 
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having received the said signal, does not prohibit the Work 
of the value imprint recognition and registration unit of the 
playing cards coming to the following area designated for 
placement of the playing cards face up, and also the player’s 
bets recognition and registration unit for the control over 
non changing of the bet’s sum and the dealer’s bank recog 
nition and registration unit for the control of the fact that no 
changes occur in it. If the information about gaming rules 
violation by player or dealer appears on visualization device 
of processed data, the inspectorial staff is informed imme 
diately about this fact, and the said staff take a decision 
regarding the possibility of the further continuation of the 
game. Also in such a Way the game continues up to its end 
under the constant control in real time. 

[0024] The provision of the possibility of automatic 
checking and monitoring of the rules keeping is reached also 
due to the fact that the playing cards value imprint recog 
nition and registration unit (playing cards are draWn from 
the card shoe face doWn) is created in the form of an optical 
electronic device containing object-glass, CCD image con 
verter and processor, Which are connected in sequence. 

[0025] Under such realiZation of the given unit the playing 
card value imprint recognition and registration is provided 
constantly from the moment When the optical electronic 
sensor sWitches on the unit upon the front edge of the 
playing card appearing from the card shoe, up to the moment 
of the back edge of the playing card leaving the unit. 

[0026] At the same time not only the recognition of the 
playing card value imprint arranged in the predetermined 
place is carried out but also the Whole playing card is 
recogniZed and registered during the process of movement 
through the card shoe. During the process of the playing card 
movement the object-glass constantly forms the information 
on the CCD-image converter about each area passed. Then 
the information comes to the processor, Which registers 
areas of the playing card as far as it moves in the card shoe 
and its Whole image before its WithdraWal from the card 
shoe. Thus, the possibility of gaming rules violation during 
the playing card WithdraWal from the card shoe is fully 
impossible, and the reliable information comes to the com 
parison unit about What playing card is WithdraWn from the 
card shoe and should come to the area designated for 
placement face up. 

[0027] The possibility of the automatic control over keep 
ing the gaming rules is achieved due to the fact that the 
gaming equipment contains tWo or more game run moni 
toring systems arranged over the gaming table at a distance 
betWeen each other and having different inclination angles to 
the horiZontal surface of the gaming table, the said moni 
toring systems are connected With the computer through the 
additional synchroniZation unit. During the game process in 
accordance With the rules accepted in the casino the player 
may double the bet made earlier or divide the deck in case 
of getting tWo equal value cards and make a bet of the same 
siZe respectively (or doubled) to the second deck. TWo 
players may play together at one gaming place at the gaming 
table, one of them or both at once may double bets or divide 
the deck having made the additional bet to the second deck. 
All these actions are connected With the fact that in the area 
of object-glass’ scan of one game run monitoring system 
players’ hands e.g., appear periodically, Which hinder the 
constant monitoring of the gaming table and changes taking 
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place on it. Under the arrangement of tWo or more game run 
monitoring systems above the gaming table at a distance 
betWeen each other and having different inclination angles to 
the horiZontal surface of the gaming table, in every point of 
time the synchroniZation unit, through Which the game run 
monitoring systems are connected With the computer, 
sWitches on the monitoring system or systems Which receive 
the complete information from the gaming table about the 
playing cards coming to designated areas, about players’ 
bets and the dealer’s bank state. Due to this fact the 
automatic control over keeping the gaming rules and over 
the accuracy of the dealer’s payment of Wins to the players 
is provided in any situation. The control over the game run 
is eXercised in real time. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0028] The nature of the invention is explained With 
draWings, in FIG. 1 the gaming table With the game run 
monitoring system arranged over it is shoWn in general 
form; 

[0029] 
[0030] in FIG. 3—a block diagram of the gaming equip 
ment With one game run monitoring system; 

[0031] in FIG. 4—the same, With three game run moni 
toring systems. 

in FIG. 2—the card shoe, side vieW; 

[0032] Gaming equipment for table games in Which play 
ing cards and gaming chips are used, in particular for the 
game of “Black Jack” contains a gaming table 1 With a cloth 
2, marked With sectors 3 for bets and other areas 4 for 
possible chips placing, as Well as areas 5 for placement of 
playing cards face up. On the gaming table 1 a card shoe 6 
is arranged for storage and distribution of playing cards 
WithdraWn from it face doWn. The card shoe 6 With a 
distributing slot 7 is equipped With an optical electronic 
detector 8 of the playing cards movement and With a playing 
cards value imprint recognition and registration unit 9, 
(playing cards are draWn from the card shoe face doWn), 
Which is in the form of an optical electronic device 10, 
containing an object-glass 11, CCD-image converter 12 and 
processor 13, connected in sequence. Over the gaming table 
1 a game run monitoring system 14 is arranged Which is in 
the form of an optical electronic device of the playing table 
1 object image processing, containing playing cards value 
imprint recognition and registration unit 15, the said playing 
cards coming to each area designated for placement face up, 
players’ bets recognition and registration unit 16, dealer’s 
bank recognition and registration unit 17 and operation unit 
18 of the game run monitoring system 14. The gaming 
equipment also contains a playing cards value imprint 
comparison unit 19, a computer 20 equipped With a system 
21 of electronic data processing programmed in accordance 
With the gaming rules, Which alloWs evaluation of signals 
coming to the computer 20, connected With a system 22 of 
information storage, and a processed data visualiZation 
device 23 characteriZing the game run. 

[0033] The ?rst input of the playing cards value imprint 
comparison unit 19 is connected With the output of playing 
cards value imprint recognition and registration unit 9 
(playing cards are draWn from the card shoe 6 face doWn), 
and it’s second input is connected With the output of the 
playing cards value imprint recognition and registration unit 
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15, the said cards come to each area 5 designated for 
placement face up, and the output is connected With the 
computer 20. The input of the game run monitoring system 
14 operation unit 18 is connected With the computer 20, the 
?rst output of the game run monitoring system 14 operation 
unit 18 is connected With the input of the playing cards value 
imprint recognition and registration unit 15 (the said cards 
come to each area 5 designated for placement face up), and 
the second output is connected With the input of the dealer’s 
bank recognition and registration unit 17 and With the input 
of the players’ bets recognition and registration unit 16. 
Outputs of the dealer’s bank recognition and registration 
unit 17 and players’ bets recognition and registration unit 16 
are connected With the computer 20. The gaming equipment 
contains tWo or more game run monitoring systems 14 
arranged over the gaming table 1 at a distance betWeen each 
other and having different inclination angles to the horiZon 
tal surface of the gaming table 1, the said monitoring 
systems are connected With the computer 20 through an 
additional synchroniZation unit 24. On the output from the 
card shoe 6 above the playing cards recognition and regis 
tration unit 9 of the playing cards draWn from the card shoe 
6 face doWn a mechanical limiter 25 of the possible dis 
placement of the playing card may be arranged, Which 
provides the necessary position for reading the playing card 
face doWn during the period of playing card WithdraWal and 
reading the information about its value imprint. The 
mechanical limiter 25 of possible movements just alloWs the 
playing card to eXtend over the playing cards recognition 
and registration unit 9 (playing cards are draWn from the 
card shoe 6 face doWn), and does not alloW it to turn over 
until the information about the playing card value imprint is 
read. 

THE BEST VARIANT OF INVENTION 
IMPLEMENTATION 

[0034] Gaming equipment for table games in Which play 
ing cards and gaming chips are used, in particular for the 
game of “Black Jack” operates in the folloWing Way: Before 
the beginning of the game the dealer carefully shuffles the 
playing cards, it is advisable to use a device for this purpose, 
then he places them face doWn in the card shoe 6 in the 
direction of the distributing slot 7 in it. Each player at the 
gaming table 1 makes his bet by placing chips in the betting 
boXes 3 for bets marked on the cloth 2, arranged opposite his 
gaming place. If the bet consists of a feW chips, they are 
placed in a column. The dealer’s bank is located on the 
gaming table 1 in the special opened boXes arranged near his 
gaming place on the area 4, in Which the chips are placed on 
ribs. The players’ bets recognition and registration unit 16 
and dealer’s bank recognition and registration unit 17 of the 
game run monitoring system 14, arranged over the gaming 
table 1, transmit information about the siZe of the bets made 
in each gaming area, and about the dealer’s bank siZe to the 
computer 20, from Which the information comes to the 
electronic data processing system 21. Then the dealer dis 
tributes the playing cards from right to left to all players, one 
card per player and takes one for himself. At the same time 
as a playing card edge crosses the border of the operation 
Zone of the optical electronic detector 8 of the playing cards 
movement the said detector sWitches on the playing cards 
value imprint recognition and registration unit 9 (playing 
cards are draWn from the card shoe 6 face doWn), created in 
the form of an optical electronic device 10. The object-glass 
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11 of the optical electronic device 10 during playing card 
movement through the mechanical limiter 25 of possible 
displacement constantly provides information to the CCD 
image converters 12 about each part passing and then about 
the Whole playing card, from the said converter the said 
information comes for further processing to the processor 
13, Where the processing of images of each part of the 
playing card passing before the obj ect-glass takes place, and 
the said images comparison With the Whole playing card 
image before it’s WithdraWal from the distributing slot 7 of 
the card shoe 6. If the images are identical, then the unit 9 
transmits the information to the playing card value imprint 
comparison unit 19. If the images are different, then the unit 
19 gives a signal about gaming rules violation. The playing 
cards value imprint recognition and registration unit 15 (the 
said cards come to each area designated for placement face 
up) transmits the information about the image of the playing 
card Which came to the area 5 of the gaming table 1 
designated for placement of the playing card face up (the 
said card is assigned to a particular player) to the playing 
card value imprint comparison unit 19. After comparison of 
images, Which came from units 9 and 15, playing card value 
imprint comparison unit 19 transmits the information about 
their identity or difference to the computer 20, from Which 
it comes to the system of electronic data processing 21, 
Which processes this information in accordance With the 
gaming rules and then transmits it to the visualiZation device 
23 of data processed in computer 20. If the gaming rules are 
kept, the playing cards distribution is ful?lled in the same 
Way in turn to each player and dealer. NeXt, the second 
playing cards are distributed, starting from the ?rst player 
from the right, moreover the dealer’s second playing card is 
placed face doWn. Having received the second playing 
cards, each player may double the bet, take the additional 
playing cards or in case of receiving of tWo e.g. tens divide 
the deck into tWo decks, having made the same bet to the 
second deck, and also may double the ?rst bet. Each player 
is able to make an insurance bet placing it at the area 4 of 
the gaming table 1. The insurance bet equals the half of the 
initial bet and the player makes it in order to insure his initial 
bet against the dealer’s Win if the dealer has received the ?rst 
card With a higher value, eg ten. In case of dealer’s Win that 
is if he has “Black Jack”—21 eXactly, the player Wins the 
doubled insurance bet. If the dealer does not receive 21 
eXactly, the player loses the insurance bet but plays the usual 
game on his initial bet. TWo players may play at one gaming 
place; one player or tWo of them may carry out at once all 
the said actions With the playing cards and bets. The dealer 
plays With each player by turn, at the same time the game 
With the neXt player may be carried out only after the fact 
When the dealer has taken the bet after the game With the 
previous player and has ?lled the bank in case of the player’s 
loss or has paid the Win from his bank in case of dealer’s 
loss. 

[0035] In the process of playing cards distribution unit 9 
carries out the constant recognition and registration of the 
playing cards value imprints (playing cards are draWn from 
the cards shoe 6 face doWn), and unit 15 carries out 
recognition and registration of the playing cards coming to 
each area 5 designated for placing the said cards face up. The 
information from units 9 and 15 comes to the playing cards 
value imprint comparison unit 19, from Which the informa 
tion about the results of comparison comes to the computer 
20. The system of the electronic data processing 21 evalu 
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ates the signals received by the computer 20 and represents 
the results of processing on the visualization device 23. 
When information about rules violation during the playing 
cards distribution appears on the visualiZation devise 23, the 
inspectorial staff is informed immediately, and the said stuff 
takes a decision regarding the continuation or stop of the 
game. Players’ bets recognition and registration unit 16 and 
dealer’s bank recognition and registration unit 17 together 
With units 9, 15 and 19 collect and transmit the information 
about the situation on the gaming table to the computer 20. 
Data about any changes in players’ bets or in dealer’s bank 
taking place Within the playing cards distribution come to 
the system of electronic data processing 21 and are evalu 
ated by it With relation to keeping the gaming rules. In case 
of any violation information about this fact appears on the 
visualiZation device 23 and the inspectorial staff is informed. 
After the end of playing cards distribution the operation unit 
18 of the monitoring system 14 of the game run disconnects 
the unit 15 and ?nishes in operation only units 16 and 17, 
recogniZe and register the information about changes in the 
players’ bets and in the dealer’s bank during mutual calcu 
lations after the end of the game With each player. This 
information comes to the system of electronic data process 
ing 21 of the computer 20, Which processes it taking into 
account the information received earlier about the playing 
cards value imprint of the dealer and of each player and 
evaluates Whether the mutual calculations correspond to the 
gaming rules. The data received as the result of processing 
are displayed on the visualiZation device 23, and in case 
information about a gaming rules violation comes, the 
inspectorial staff is informed for taking measures of solving 
the current situation. The system 14 continues to monitor the 
game run until the end of mutual calculations betWeen the 
dealer and the last player. All the information received by the 
system of electronic data processing 21 from the players’ bet 
recognition and registration unit 16 and dealer’s bank rec 
ognition and registration unit 17 included in monitoring 
system of the game run as Well as from the players’ cards 
value imprint comparison unit 19, comes to the information 
storage system 22. Also data from the system 21 is trans 
mitted here after the electronic processing. If necessary it is 
possible to get all data about each phase of the game or about 
the Whole game from the information storage system 22. 

[0036] The gaming equipment being claimed may contain 
tWo or more game run monitoring systems 14, arranged at a 
distance betWeen each other and having different inclination 
angles to the horiZontal surface of the gaming table 1, and 
connected With the computer 20 through the additional 
synchroniZation unit 24. Players’ hands may be a hindrance 
for the constant control over the game run With the help of 
one system 14 during division of deck by the player, When 
players make insurance bets, double the initial bets, as Well 
as make the bet to the second deck during the deck division. 
By using several monitoring systems 14 of the game run the 
synchroniZation unit 24 chooses Which monitoring system 
or systems of the game run provide the constant monitoring 
of the current situation at the gaming table 1. 

[0037] As is evident from the above, the gaming equip 
ment claimed provides automatic control over keeping the 
gaming rules in real time on each phase of it and over the 
accuracy of dealer’s payment of Wins to players. Such 
monitoring of the Whole game run With the use of high speed 
data processing of the game run alloWs to receive the 
information about the dealer’s Work quality, about methods 
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of the gaming run by each player. Due to this a high level of 
technical control is provided, rules violation is prevented 
and the casino safety is increased. 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION 

[0038] In the gaming equipment being claimed for table 
games in Which playing cards and gaming chips are used, in 
particular for the game of “Black Jack”, gaming table 1 With 
cloth 2 provided With betting boXes 3 and other areas 4 
designated for placement of said gaming chips, as Well as 
areas 5 designated for placement of said playing cards face 
up, and the card shoe 6 With the distributing slot 7 and 
optical electronic sensor 8 of playing cards movement are 
created in the same Way as in the gaming equipment knoWn 
from the prototype or With the use of any other standard 
gaming tables and card shoes knoWn in this technical ?eld. 
An optical electronic device 10, containing object-glass 11, 
CCD-image converters 12 and processor 13, and the game 
run monitoring system 14, may be represented by optical 
electronic devices formed eg on the basis of intelligent 
video camera IVC-1, containing the optical device, video 
sensor, processor of digital processing of images, operative 
storage cell, reprogrammed storage cell for programs and 
setting parameters storage in case of poWer cut, digital 
inputs/outputs for connection With the ancillary apparatus, 
transmitter-receiver for connecting the standard channel 
RS-232 (see V. Bojun, Y. Sabelnikov. Intelligent video 
camera. Scienti?c and technical magaZine “Electronic com 
ponents and systems” Kiev, SPF VD MAIS, No. 2, 2002, p. 
33-35). The intelligent video camera video sensor HDCS 
2020 produced by the ?rm Agilent Technologies is used, 
Which provides the possibility of recognition parameters 
changing, also the processor for digital processing of signals 
ADSP-2183 manufactured by the ?rm Analog Devices is 
used. The intelligent video camera ensures video images 
processing in real time and alloWs to realiZe the recognition 
of the Whole revieW sector as Well as of the separate areas 
With ?Xed and automatic eXposure and video signal inten 
si?cation coef?cient setting. It is used as independent 
objects’ identi?er, dynamic objects registrar, high speed 
detector of movement, the system of panning, and video 
sequence montage. Processor ADSP-2183, being the central 
controlling and processing device, has a high speed of 
operation and a large volume of “prompt” internal memory 
of programs and data for solving the task of control over the 
game run provision in real time. 

[0039] Optical electronic device 10 and monitoring sys 
tem 14 of the game run may be created also on the base of 
intelligent video camera VS 710 (see Intelligent video 
camera VS 710. Scienti?c and technical magaZine “Elec 
tronic components and systems” Kiev, SPF VD MAIS, No. 
1, 2001, p. 46), containing optical sensor, processor, com 
puting device, periphery devices and poWer unit. As the 
sensing element CCD—sensor With a high-resolution ratio is 
used in the intelligent video camera VS 710. The period of 
shot change may be set from 1/50 up to 1/10000 of second. The 
operation in the mode of half picture or full picture With the 
programmable image ratio is possible. Intelligent video 
camera VS 710 alloWs obtaining of undistorted images even 
of fast moving objects. 

[0040] On realiZation of the monitoring system 14 of the 
game run on the basis of intelligent video cameras IVC-1 or 
VS 710, high reliability and operation speed of playing cards 
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value imprint recognition and registration unit 15 (playing 
cards come to each designated area for placement face up), 
of players’ bets recognition and registration unit 16, of 
dealer’s bank recognition and registration unit 17 are pro 
vided. Operation unit 18 of the monitoring system 14 of the 
game run may be created on the basis of standard mono 
board computers, e.g. SBC BL 2000 containing up to 28 
inputs/outputs. 

[0041] The computer 20 providing cooperation of all 
functional units may be created in the form of monoboard 
computer ROBO-603 having tWo USB-ports. One of the 
USB ports is used for units connections, Which provide 
control over the game run, and the second USB-port pro 
vides connection to the system 21 of electronic data pro 
cessing. By this port the changing of the softWare determin 
ing the gaming rules is carried out. Data about the computer 
is provided in the scienti?c and technical magaZine “Elec 
tronic components and systems”, Kiev, SPF VD MAIS, No. 
9, 2002, p. 26. 

[0042] The system of electronic data processing 21, to 
Which the information about the game run received to 
computer 20 is transmitted, may be created on the base of 
monoboard computer NC-6060 (see monoboard computer 
NC-6060 of the company PortWell. The scienti?c and tech 
nical magaZine “Electronic components and systems”, Kiev, 
SPF VD MAIS, No. 9, 2002, p. 36), having eXtensive 
functional abilities. 

[0043] The information storage system 22 and visualiZa 
tion devise 23 of data processed in computer may be created 
in the same Way as in gaming equipment knoWn from the 
Nature of the invention: gaming equipment for table games 
in Which playing cards and gaming chips are used, in 
particular for the game of “Black Jack”, including gaming 
table With cloth provided With betting boXes and other areas 
designated for placement of said gaming chips, as Well as 
areas designated for placement of said playing cards the face 
up, card shoe for storage and distribution of playing cards 
draWn from it face doWn, equipped With the optical elec 
tronic detector of playing cards movement and With the 
playing cards value imprint recognition and registration unit 
(the said playing cards are draWn from the cards shoe), 
monitoring system of the game run, computer, connected 
With the separate functional units by elements of Wire or 
Wireless communications, supplied With system of the elec 
tronic data processing programmed in accordance With the 
gaming rules, Which alloWs to evaluate signals coming from 
the playing card value imprint recognition and registration 
unit (the said playing cards are draWn from the card shoe 
face doWn), and from the monitoring system of the game run 
connected With the information storage system, as Well as 
With the visualiZation device of data processed in computer, 
characteriZing the game run. 

[0044] The innovation is represented in the fact that moni 
toring system of the game run is created in the form of 
optical electronic devise for the playing table objects images 
processing, Which contains playing card value imprint rec 
ognition and registration unit (the said playing cards coming 
to each area designated for placement of said playing cards 
face up), players’ bets recognition and registration unit, 
dealer’s bank recognition and registration unit and the game 
run monitoring system operation unit, as Well as the gaming 
equipment is additionally provided With playing cards value 
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imprint comparison unit, the ?rst input of Which is con 
nected With output of the playing cards value imprint 
recognition and registration unit (the said playing cards are 
draWn from the card shoe face doWn), it’s second input is 
connected With output of the playing cards value imprint 
recognition and registration unit (the said cards come to each 
area designated for placement the said playing cards face 
up), and the output is connected With computer; the input of 
the game run monitoring system operation unit is connected 
With computer, the ?rst output of the game run monitoring 
system operation unit is connected With the input of the 
playing cards value imprint recognition and registration unit 
(the said cards come to each area designated for placement 
the playing cards face up), and the second output is con 
nected With the input of the dealer’s bank recognition and 
registration unit and With the input of the players’ bets 
recognition and registration unit; outputs of the dealer’s 
bank recognition and registration unit and players’ bets 
recognition and registration unit are connected With com 
puter; at the same time the optical electronic devise of 
gaming table objects images processing is arranged over the 
gaming table. The Innovation is represented With the fact 
playing cards value imprint recognition and registration unit 
(the said cards are draWn from the card shoe face doWn) is 
created is the form of optical electronic device, containing 
object-glass, CCD-image converters and processor con 
nected in sequence. The Innovation is also represented With 
the fact that gaming equipment has tWo or more game run 
monitoring systems arranged over the gaming table at the 
distance betWeen each other and having different inclination 
angle to the horiZontal surface of the gaming table, the said 
monitoring systems are connected With computer through 
the additional synchroniZation unit. Technical result: provi 
sion of the possibility of the automatic control exercise in 
real time over keeping the gaming rules at all phases of the 
game and over the accuracy of dealer’s payment of Wins to 
players. prototype: 

I claim: 
1. Gaming equipment for table games in Which playing 

cards-and gaming chips are used, in particular for the game 
of “Black Jack”, including: 

gaming table With cloth provided With betting boXes and 
other areas designated for placement of said gaming 
chips, as Well as areas designated for placement of said 
playing cards face up; 

card shoe for storage and distribution of playing cards 
draWn from the said card shoe face doWn, the said card 
shoe equipped With an optical electronic detector of 
playing cards’ movement and With the playing cards 
(face doWn) value imprint recognition and registration 
unit; 

monitoring system of the game run; 

computer, connected With the separate functional units via 
Wire or Wireless communications, the said computer 
provided With an electronic data processing system, the 
said system programmed in accordance With the gam 
ing rules Which alloWs evaluation of signals coming 
from the said playing card (face doWn) value imprint 
recognition and registration unit, and from the moni 
toring system of the game run; 

an information storage system; 
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a visualization device of the data processed in the said 
computer, the said visualization device showing the 
game run; 

Wherein said monitoring system of the game run is created 
in the form of an optical electronic device for process 
ing the images of objects on the gaming table, said 
optical electronic device contains: 

playing cards face up value imprint recognition and 
registration unit; 

players’ bets recognition and registration unit; 

dealer’s bank recognition and registration unit; 

operation unit of the monitoring system of the game run 
comprising the playing cards face doWn and face up 
value imprint comparison unit, 

the ?rst input of Which is connected With the output of the 
playing cards face doWn value imprint recognition and 
registration unit (the said playing cards are draWn from 
the card shoe face doWn), 

it’s second input is connected With the output of the 
playing cards face up value imprint recognition and 
registration unit (the said cards come to each area 
designated for placement of the playing cards face up), 

and the output is connected With the computer; 

the input of the game run monitoring system operation 
unit is connected With the computer, 

the ?rst output of the game run monitoring system opera 
tion unit is connected With the input of the playing 
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cards value imprint recognition and registration unit 
(the said cards come to each area designated for place 
ment of the playing cards face up), 

and the second output is connected With the input of the 
dealer’s bank recognition and registration unit and With 
the input of the players’ bets recognition and registra 
tion unit; 

outputs of the dealer’s bank recognition and registration 
unit and players’ bets recognition and registration unit 
are connected With the computer, 

at the same time the optical electronic device of gaming 
table objects images processing is arranged over the 
gaming table. 

2. Gaming equipment under the item 1 Which differs With 
the fact that the playing cards face doWn value imprint 
recognition and registration unit (the said cards are draWn 
from the card shoe face doWn) is created in the form of an 
optical electronic device containing CCD image converters 
equipped With a object glass and processor, the said con 
verters and processor being connected in sequence. 

3. Gaming equipment under the item 1 Which differs With 
the fact that it contains tWo or more monitoring systems of 
the game run, spaced over the gaming table and each having 
different inclination angles to the horizontal surface of the 
gaming table, the said monitoring systems connected With 
the computer through the additional synchronization unit. 


